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OFF ROAD SERIES - ROUND 9 
Sunday 4th September 2011 

  

MID ESSEX RADIO CAR CLUB 

A heavy overnight dew had left the track area pretty damp, and the worms had been active - a sign 
that Autumn was in the air. The weather god, if the forecast proved correct, was due to serve up some 
pretty wet weather by lunchtime so time was of the essence and it was ‘all systems go’ to get cracking 
with the racing ASAP! But this was Braxted with its own micro-climate so might we possibly miss 
the worst of the weather and have a complete Meeting? 
Willing volunteers designed a great track, to run clockwise, which incorporated all the fixed features 
plus the new ‘cross-over bridge’. Practice soon verified that this was fine and the Nitro ‘hair-dryers’ 
performed their usual function in drying out the surface and flattening the worm-casts!  
 

 
 
 

Race Results 

Race Report 

Final 1st Place 2nd Place 3rd Place 

‘A’ Nitro Kristian Gibbs Deane Linan Anthony French     

‘B’ Nitro Craig Horn                 Lewis Halliday        Paul Noy                 

    

Electric Finals (5 Minutes) 

2wd ‘A’ Electric James Crockart         Tony Price  Michael Spindley     

2wd ‘B’ Electric Paul Lee                    George Miller            Michael Finch           

4wd Electric John Myall                Lee Harris                 Craig Fisher             
 

FTQ Nitros Anthony French       12/381.31 (Round 4)  

FTQ 2wd Electric Michael Spindley       9/319.19   (Round 3)  

FTQ 4wd Electric Michael Spindley    9/307.75   (Round 4)  

Nitro Finals (10 Minutes)  
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Racing started at 10am and with 5 heats per Round we needed to keep things moving if we were to 
try and stay ahead of the weather system, especially as we were aiming for the usual four Rounds of 
qualifying and Finals.  
The first of two Nitro heats saw Richard Cousins set the target with 11 laps, 3 seconds ahead of 
Graham Kisby. In the second Nitro heat Kristian Gibbs won with 11 laps, 8 seconds quicker than 
Richard, to take TQ. After the two 2wd Electric heats, John Myall was in TQ position on 9 laps, 4 
seconds ahead of Michael Spindley. In the 4wd Electric heat John also came out top on 9 laps, with 
Craig Fisher and Lee Harris chasing hard. The weather was still bright and dry! 
Round 2 saw Anthony French come alive, after not starting in the first Round, to improve on 
Kristians Nitro time by 4 seconds and to take TQ. John and Michael, while not improving in 2wd 
Electric, did however manage to hold on to 1st and 2nd places respectively. Likewise in 4wd Electric 
John retained TQ with his Round 1 time but Lee Harris improved to put him only 5 seconds behind. 
The clouds were by now moving fast with the wind and things started to look a bit threatening! 
Into Round 3 and the dust was still flying from the track. Anthony, Kristian, and Richard all 
improved their Nitro times with Anthony producing 12 laps with some fantastic driving to put him a 
lap ahead. Michael Spindley improved his 2wd Electric time by 9 seconds placing him 5 seconds 
ahead of John Myall but John still hung onto his Round 1 time in 4wd to stay in top spot. A few water 
droplets came from somewhere, but fizzled out. Was this a sign from above?  
In Round 4 Anthony was still on a roll, improving his time by 7 seconds to remain top of the tree in 
Nitros with 12 laps. None of the others could improve on 11 laps but the Nitro ‘A’ Final looked to be 
a classic - if we got that far! Though there were several improvements in 2wd Electric, Michael and 
John, who didn’t improve, were to occupy the first two places in qualifying. The 4wd Electric drivers 
now hit a stroke of bad luck. Just before their heat it had started to rain, so racing was put on hold for 
about 15 minutes. A good thing about the track is that water drains away very quickly, as it did once 
the rain had stopped. Seizing this window of opportunity the 4wd Electric boys went out promptly to 
race on a now wettish track (classified by our resident Meteorologist, Paul Lee, as ‘mildly moist’!).  
As all the 4wd’s were in one heat nobody had an advantage, provided a judicious tyre change had 
been carried out, and things were going well until about 2/3rds of the way into the race when the 
heavens opened! To their credit, none of the drivers pulled out (and the Marshals stayed put) and 
believe it or not Michael Spindley improved his previous time by 13 seconds to take TQ by 5 seconds 
from John Myall! 
At the end of this race everyone ran for cover and it was now time for prayers. At least we had 
completed four Rounds of heats so if the worst-case scenario materialised, i.e. if rain stopped play, 
we would have some respectable results. But, we are talking about Braxted here where it rarely rains! 
The temporary glitch in the microclimate’s weather system was soon to sort itself out and allow us to 
run the Finals. 

Race Report (Continued) 
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The track was drying out nicely after the rain had stopped and even Paul Lee still classified the 
surface as ‘mildly moist’ just before the Finals started. It was decided to run the Electrics first and 
then leave the Nitros to battle with the elements if necessary, especially as their Finals would run for 
10 minutes! No, not being selfish - just plain common sense! 
First to run was the 2wd Electric ‘B’ Final which was won by The Meteorologist (aka Paul Lee) by 4 
seconds from pole-man George Miller, with all but one driver finishing on 7 laps. The 2wd ‘A’ saw 
James Crockart come home a lap ahead of Tony Price with Michael Spindley in 3rd after suffering a 
bad first lap. Somebody must have upset the weather god, who seemed to have it in for the 4wd boys 
today. Eight out of ten of them started and, you’ve guessed it, it rained during their Final! 
Nevertheless, John Myall produced a great win with 9 laps and only 3 seconds slower than Michael’s 
Round 4 qualifying time! Michael had decided not to start (is he going soft?!) so lost a potential 8 
points in the Championship. Sure enough, after this Final it stopped raining! 
The Nitro Finals were run on a wet track but at least were completed. The ‘B’ Final was won by 
Craig Horn with 16 laps from Lewis Halliday, also on 16 laps. Anthony French started late in the ‘A’ 
Final and ultimately finished a lap down to take 3rd place. Kristian Gibbs drove a consistent race to 
win with 18 laps, with Deane Linan finishing in second place on 17 laps. 
We did it - a full Race Meeting of 4 Rounds and Finals for all! Yes, there had been some rain but not 
enough to materially affect things. It was decided to leave the track materials in situ, the trophies had 
been dished out ASAP after the Finals, so all that remained was to take the group photo and have 
some ‘Thank You’ prayers to the weather god. Those 4wd Electric drivers who had transgressed 
would, no doubt, atone for their sins and ensure that their actions did not affect the Braxted micro-
climate again! Seriously, though, we had a great day’s racing beyond our initial expectations. 
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